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Hello 
my name is Charles Banigo, from london. I’m a graduate from Middlesex universi-
ty, studying Product design. I’m looking for internship to apply my skills and crea-
tivity.

why I studied Product design
I love to....
think of ideas 
build prototypes
make new products
always be better 
ask “what if” scenarios
dream and imagine Skills

drawing
prototyping
concept
research
CAD
moodboard
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my name is Charles Banigo, from london. I’m a graduate from Middlesex universi-
ty, studying Product design. I’m looking for internship to apply my skills and crea-
tivity.

Education
Middlesex University 2010-13

Certificate Bachelors of Art Product Design 
Degree

Kingston College 2008-10
National Diploma Art and Design 

Christ the king sixth form College 2006-8
BTEC First Art & Design

Skills
drawing
prototyping
concept
research
CAD
moodboard

Software Skills
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe photoshop
Microsoft word
Solidworks

Workshop skills
lazer cutter
band saw
sander
Vacuum forming
CNC
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1.

Grip 

2.

I worked on a project for the dezac group to redesign a new hair remover, we were doing researching, 
drawing and prototyping to design a new product.

After refining the design, we came up with using a technology called intense pulse light that will burn 
the hairs on surfaces very quickly. This was a new method of hair remover used for beauty specialist.

The present
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Buttons 

Slot for wand to be inserted

After refining the design, we came up with using a technology called intense pulse light that will burn 
the hairs on surfaces very quickly. This was a new method of hair remover used for beauty specialist.
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Skinny is the new Phat

In the next five years

The present

Charles Banigo 
I worked with JBL with designing a new speaker that will be designed with solving the increasing 
demand for Housing in London. So I came up with redesigning a speaker that will be slimmer.

The speaker is slimmer by using a thin conductive diaphragm to produce crisp sound and solves the issue of huge demand of building small houses.
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�e Brand
I competed for D&AD to redesign Purdey drink for a new healthy range. 
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-packaging that was developed to protect its functionality 
(the silver wrap shields the drink’s light-sensitive botanicals)

How can the packaging develop as the consequence of adding another variety to the range?

so your packaging  must be opaque

�e Moodbaord

I competed for D&AD to redesign Purdey drink for a new healthy range. I did a mood board to break down the requirements and show examples of how to interpret the brief. I was looking at fruits symbols that 
are on the drink as a way to maybe draw inspirations.



The speaker is slimmer by using a thin conductive diaphragm to produce crisp sound and solves the issue of huge demand of building small houses.

 retain the individuality of the brand

Don’t be limited by what health drink/so� drink packaging is “supposed” to be.

Consider a packaging solution that breaks category 
conventions to truly stand out on the shelf.

so your packaging  must be opaque

�e Moodbaord

I did a mood board to break down the requirements and show examples of how to interpret the brief. I was looking at fruits symbols that 
are on the drink as a way to maybe draw inspirations.


